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Where there are people, there are stories.
And where there are stories there areAnd where there are stories, there are
report themes.



Journalism and Literature - Where do they meet

Places of emotion, where we couldn’t go otherwise



In Report Storiesp
. Various journalism genres: interview, news, chronicle and report. “News tells us 
the story, not what is around the story.” (Riszard Kapuscinski)
Because:Because:
. Language
Report essays obey to the general rules of journalism techniques: concise, simple 
and direct style
- Tell a story with journalistic interest. Taking the reader to the story’s place
- The noble genre of journalismThe noble genre of journalism 
- Journalists work with all senses 
- To make see, listen, feeling and experiment

Th d i t l i f d b t l iti d t th it ti d ib d- The reader is not only informed, but also sensitized to the situation described 
- Report essays apply to emotions
- Works of creation. If by creation we mean getting people closer to each other y g g p p
(Through knowledge and emotions)
- Reporters may be story tellers, but remain, most of all, information agents



. Aesthetics
Word as the instrument of communication. “The use of the word with aesthetical

i th ibilit j li h t b lit t ” (A tó i Oli t )means is the possibility journalism has to become literature.” (António Olinto)

. Reality vs Fiction
Literature and Journalism can both be inspired by reality, but fiction doesn’t have to
be truthful to it

. Emotion
Journalists can describe with emotions but based on the reality foundJournalists can describe with emotions, but based on the reality found

. Direct Speech
Used both in Journalism and Fiction to give credibility to the story. But journalists
cannot make up information and writers cancannot make up information and writers can

. Deontology
Writers have no professional boundaries. They are free to compose, mix and fiction
“The writer creates and expresses his own thoughts, whereas the journalist
expresses the feelings and demands of the community.” (Olinto)

. Goal. Goal
Pleasure and communication

. Literary journalism
Aimed to know more about the world It has a moral obligation: to give a betterAimed to know more about the world. It has a moral obligation: to give a better
conscience of reality to the reader and help understand the impact of events



Report ContributionsReport Contributions



Essay about three 
war report bookswar report books



. Hotel Babilónia, Carlos Cáceres Monteiro

- “In Hotel Babilónia, the most
i t t i th i h bit t f thiimportant is the inhabitants of this
world and their stories.”
- In war zones, people see the reporter
as an agent of hope. The opportunity
to make what they feel public
- War reporter maybe used as aWar reporter maybe used as a
messenger for desperate people
- More than armed conflicts, Cáceres
writes about oppressed peoplewrites about oppressed people



Baía dos Tigres, Pedro Rosa Mendes

- Stories of life in a territoryStories of life in a territory
specialized in death
. “Is this trip to collect information?”
Asked the military. “No. It’s to know
people”, answered Rosa Mendes
. Writing as a service to the publicg p
- War reporters bring the unknown
closer to the well known

Talk about emotional landscapes- Talk about emotional landscapes
- Obvious affinity between war report
and literature



Repórter de Guerra, Luís Castro

- “The shots you ear don’t kill you.”
(Luís Castro)
- Danger is not only told but lived- Danger is not only told, but lived
- Reader learns how the reporter got
to that place and that story
- War reports are emotionally
exhausting. The pay back for
journalists is to know they arej y
showing realities that could never
reach public opinion otherwise



Hospital ReportHospital Report





Interrupted Life

- Different journalistic work. We would not be mere observers. We would be in
th ti t’ l t i t thi hthe patient’s place to register everything he sees

- Work began from the viewpoint of something we both experienced, but
almost nothing of what is described really happened to usalmost nothing of what is described really happened to us

- All images were taken on a stretcher or on a hospital bed

To reach the visitors' emotions and contribute to the understanding of the- To reach the visitors emotions and contribute to the understanding of the
suffering associated with the disease



- Chronicles gather health professional’s feelings and behaviours undertaken 
by patients

- Angle of vision limited by the simple fact of travelling while lying down

- Insecurity, restriction of movement and dependency

- That short trip summarised the existence of any disease – of any fragility

- On the stretcher, representation of the message lacking to be 
communicated: need to know patient’s perspective in order to improve care



- The «me» truly enters here in the
interpretation of what we have
seen and heard

- It reflects an individual vision, but
transmits collective perspectivesp p

- About hospitalization or rather
about human vulnerability



Prison ReportPrison Report





Jesufina, 37, was once on the other side of
the wall like those two watchers as shethe wall, like those two watchers, as she
worked, herself, as a prison guard in Cabo
Verde. At a prison you meet criminals. They
have easy ways. Easy talks. She should be the
first to know. But Jesufina chose to believe it
would be possible to carry a two kilo cocaine
package, loaded via Brazil. She chose wrong.
That’s the story of most women in prison:That s the story of most women in prison:
making bad choices.



H i thi ti thi C t i b d l till t i f thHaving nothing, expecting nothing. Centuries go by and people still go to prison for the
exact same reasons: poverty, addiction and mental illness. About 55% women
prisoners take anxiolytics and more than 30% suffer from deep depression. Loneliness
is the most common state of mind. With children involved, guilty feelings take overis the most common state of mind. With children involved, guilty feelings take over
most incarcerated women. Inside or outside the gates, they are still expected to solve
all family issues. But there’s a wall between them and the rest of the world.



Anabela, 39, mother of five. For years, she kept on living
as though she had never committed a crime She had aas though she had never committed a crime. She had a
plan: getting pregnant. The baby would go to prison
with her and by the time they were out he wouldn’t have
enough age to keep jail memories. Everything went as
planned. No one really knows about the memory part.
Bu that’s another story.



Closing a women behind walls means abandoned children. About 80%
of convicted women are mothers. Portuguese justice system allows
prisoner’s babies to live with their mothers until they are five. In 2010y
the justice system had to take care of about 40 children.



Maria, 30, spanish, sentenced for drug traffic, is one of the 30% women prisoners who
are also drug addicts, half the percentage of men. She believed she could buy cocaineg p g y
and heroin to her boyfriend, only watching and never giving in. Drugs started by giving
her heaven, but ended showing her hell. Being arrested was the best thing that ever
happened to her, as jail meant the liberation from a bigger prison than bars – drugs and
drug dealersdrug dealers.



Most of these women flew
themselves directly fromthemselves directly from
the airport to jail by
carrying drugs in their
bags or glued to their legs
f B il V lfrom Brazil, Venezuela or
Cabo Verde. If traffic
wasn’t punished by law
almost 80% of the women%
wouldn’t even be behind
bars. Airplanes bring more
than 30% of the female

i h tiprisoners who serve time
in Portuguese prisons, as
they are foreigners being
punished for drug traffic.p g



Why are these powerful stories?Why are these powerful stories?

What do they have in common?



They all talk about:They all talk about:



Life



Death



Fear



Power



Love



Ingredients for any good story.

Except, in journalism the ingredients have
to be true and found during the report work.



We don’t need to be in some 
place to have interest in it. We 

d b ineed to ear about it

That’s what reporters doThat s what reporters do
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